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Fun WITH 6/8 Time
Workshop Taughy by: Katie Moritz

Support Material (coming soon!): www.katiemoritz.com/funwith68

Workshop Description:
6/8 time is a compound time signature used in many styles of  music, but most notably Jigs. Often times 

it’s tricky to get the right “feel” on the hammered dulcimer, and it’s easy to fall out of  time in this time 

signature. The goal of  this workshop is to show how certain hammering techniques can make this time 

signature easier to get the hang of  and groove with. To practice this material, I will show you my favorite 

chord progression, which has a few different types of  chords, is super fun, and sounds really cool.

Introduction
A compound time signature is a signature where each 
beat is divisible by 3, rather than 2. I’ll explain this 
more in the workshop. Typically a compound signature 
has an 8 as the denominator.  6/8, 9/8, and 12/8 are 
most common.   All jigs are in 6/8 time.  Slip jigs are in 
9/8.  These have a waltz-y feel.  Blues music is probably 
the most well known genre often found in 12/8 time.   
Look into some of  these time signatures.  9/8 is partic-
ularly fun.  Since jigs are so common, we are going to 
focus on 6/8 but the exercise could easily fit into 12/8 
time.  You can implement these idea into your jigs.

One of  the keys to playing in 6/8 is NOT limiting yourself  to constantly alternating your hammers (right-left-right-left-etc…).  It 
can be tempting since tunes in 6/8 usually run at a pretty good clip, but getting stuck in a “RLRLRLRLRL” routine will inevi-
tably cause you trouble when playing jigs.  You’ll find yourself  needing to cross the bridge with the wrong hand, or reach further 
up or down the bridge in an effort to avoid crossing with the wrong hand.  Either way, those types of  things can kill a groove and 
result in a really choppy sounding jig.  If  you manage to not have that problem, you run the risk of  getting lost in a big syncopat-
ed shuffle…While fun to play, it’s really easy to speed up while playing these. If  this problem snowballs, the resulting effect can be 
uncomfortable to listen to. 

So what do you do?   Well, you’re going to have to alternate your hammers a lot of  the time.  But we’re going to practice throw-
ing in some double hits, or “diddles”. 

If  you’ve ever taken a workshop on paradiddles and left thinking, “That was fun....but 
when am I ever going to need to use it?”, this is your chance!  

For your reference, the figure to the right shows a paraddidle....actually it shows two. One 
starting on the right hand and one starting on the left. I won’t spend much time musing 
about paradiddles, but practicing them does make it a lot easier to keep time while 
playing jigs.  What we will contain a couple of  these hidden in there.

Paradiddle
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Example 1:
Here is the two measure example we will use for this exercise.  Practice this on your lap for a moment.  It might feel awkward for 
a bit, but it’s really is fun once you get going with it.  Obviously there are a number of  combinations of  “right-left” patterns you 
can use and I hope that as you expand on this exercise, you come up with your own.

You can move this to your dulcimer when it feels right.  Playing on just one string is probably ideal to start. If  the workshop is 
large, we might skip that step because it’s obnoxious to listen to . ;-) 

The real fun comes in with this chord progression.  You can use any progression to practice this stuff, but this is one of  my favor-
ites because it sounds cool and isn’t super difficult.  We will hold each chord for 2 measures in 6/8 time. This way we’ll be able to 
complete the entire hand alternating sequence above for each chord.   Here’s what it looks like:

I don’t want you to get too wrapped up in this notation, but seeing it may help you get started.  For now, we just have an F chord 
in measures 3 and 4.  On the next page, I will expand to include the major 7 note.

With repeated notes, we have several options for how to hammer this, but here are the patterns on the dulcimer that utilize the 
real estate best and make the hand alternation work best.

R  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L L R  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L L

R  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L LR  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L L
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Example 2:
We’re using the same alternating pattern and chord progression, but we’re going to add an extra note at the top of  the chord.  In 
3 ouf  of  4 cases, this note will be an E.  During the G chord, the top note will be a D.    Adding the E to the top of  the F chord is 
what will turn that note chord into a Major 7 chord.    I’ve also add a little melodic walk down at the end of  each chord.  

This should give you some ideas on how you can start having fun with this progression on your own.  The sky’s the limit! 

R  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L L R  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L L

R  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L LR  L  R  R  L  R L R L R L L


